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A LT E R N AT I V E  FA S H I O N  Z I N E

For this project, I designed the visual and typographic layout of a zine 
showcasing a topic of my own choice. I chose to cover some of the fashions 
of numerous alternative subcultures, focusing on their origins and their 
characteristics. 

I have always been interested in alternative fashion and music, spanning 
from goth to punk and everything in between, and wanted to play with the 
unique aesthetics of each while keeping a consistent design throughout 
the zine. Given zines’ origins in alternative cultures as well, I used this as an 
opportunity to bend the rules of formal design and layout.

Hyperlink here if applicable
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B E A R D E D  B O U Q U E T  I N T E R N S H I P

Over the summer of 2021, I had a design internship with local flower shop 
Bearded Bouquet. I created new business cards, gift cards, and stationery, as 
well as illustrated a new line of t-shirts and stickers for them. I was also given 
the honor to design their ad spot in Jonesboro Occasions magazine when 
they won Readers’ Choice Award for Best Florist.

I was asked to create new t-shirts to be sold in-store as well as worn by the 
staff. The client wanted the designs to have an illustrative, lithographic style 
with bold, dark outlines. Their vision was to have shirts that would not only 
promote the brand, but also be something that people would want to wear 
as a fashion statement.

Throughout my time at Bearded Bouquet, I was given general creative 
freedom while following suggestions from the client and maintaining the 
brand standards.
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“ B I R D S  O F  A  F E AT H E R ” C A R D  D E C K

The task for this project was to design a deck of cards following a unique 
theme with each suit having its individual design. It took quite a bit of 
brainstorming for me to think of a way to tackle a whole deck of cards in a 
unique way, but I decided to focus on the shapes on the suits themselves - 
Spades, Clubs, Hearts, Diamonds. What could fit into these shapes? What 
could they look like?

I realized that in an abstract way, various species of birds could easily match 
these shapes. Each suit is represented by a specific species of bird and its 
feathers. I did research and narrowed down a list of birds that both fit the 
shape of a suit and are distinct in color from one another. Within the lid of 
the case is an informational graphic about each species of bird featured in 
the set.
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F OA  PO S T E R  C A M PA I G N  CO N C E PT

This is a series of posters I developed for a conceptual campaign to promote 
public involvement with the Foundation of Arts in Jonesboro, Arkansas. As a 
campaign, the three posters have the same overall format while still having 
their own unique message and color to give them a distinct personality. 

The posters incorporate the various types of art supported by the FOA, 
so I specifically chose photographs of things associated with visual and 
performing arts. I wrote the headlines to follow an alliteration pattern that 
would further tie them together as part of the same campaign, and be easy 
to remember for audiences.
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S E A M L E S S  PAT T E R N S

This began as a project for a class that grew into a personal project. Each 
pattern is designed to be very different from each other in terms of style and 
method: the citrus pattern is overlapping and very detailed, the vegetable 
pattern is spaced apart and simplistic, and the blue pattern is tiled and 
abstract. I applied my knowledge in traditional illustration to digital design 
methods, resulting in three unique patterns for product design.
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RO C K  I L L U S T R AT I O N S

This was a personal project to try painting digitally, rather than drawing flat 
colors digitally. I have always been interested in rocks, and given their array 
of textures, colors, and light refractions, they served as the perfect subject 
for this project.

Each type of stone shown is in order as listed: labradorite, water opal, lapis 
lazuli, malachite, and larimar. Reference photographs of the real-life stones 
have been provided next to the illustrations.
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S U G A R  S TAC K S  M AC A RO N  S H O P

This was a design and photography project surrounding my conceptual 
brand, Sugar Stacks, a macaron shop. I was tasked with coming up with 
a business and brand based on any food of my choice. I chose macarons 
because they are colorful, cute round desserts, and wanted to develop a 
brand around those characteristics. I created the name, logo, and social 
media, and photographed macarons to be used in the branding.

The name “Sugar Stacks” is inspired by the iconic way macarons are typically 
presented: stacked on top of each other. This imagery is featured in the logo 
itself, with three pastel horizontal stripes serving as the brand’s mark.
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M AG N I T U D E  H OT  S A U C E

This was a personal project for me to explore package design, and came 
up with a potential brand idea to expand upon. Upon researching various 
packaging designs, thinking of ways I could combine three-dimensional shape 
and design, I realized the shape of certain bottles matches that of a volcano. 
I further developed that idea into a hot sauce brand, connecting the heat of 
volcanos with spicy food.

I intentionally picked a name that was not predictably related to lava, 
magma, or volcanos. The name “Magnitude” is based on the unit by which 
earthquakes are rated in severity. Earthquakes trigger volcanic eruptions, 
tying the two concepts together. To build on the idea of “magnitude”, the 
brand would have several different sauces that range from mild to extra 
spicy. Each level of sauce would be named “Magnitude 1”, “Magnitude 2”, 
etc. depending on the spice level. Magnitude 1 would be the most mild, and 
Magnitude 7 would be the spiciest of them all. 

The “M” of Magnitude serves as the mark for the brand. It’s designed to be 
legible as a letter M, while having the appearance of an erupting volcanic 
peak. The diecut label on the bottle emulates the appearance of busted lava 
rocks floating on top of magma.
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G E Z E L L I G  F O O D  T R U C K

For this project, I was assigned a food + design movement that was randomly 
selected. I was given “Stroopwaffel” and “Early Modern”. A stroopwaffel is a 
Dutch pastry - two thin waffles pressed together, with a filling like caramel, 
honey, or syrup in the center. It’s a common cafe item as well as a street food 
item in the Netherlands. I wanted to incorporate the food’s culture of origin 
into the brand, so I researched various aspects of Dutch culture. The brand’s 
name, “Gezellig”, is a word in Dutch that can be roughly translated to refer to 
all things cozy and sentimental. 

For the visual identity of the brand, I researched various designers from the 
Early Modern era, and took the most inspiration from the Bauhaus posters 
that feature circular motifs and patterns. The logo combines both the 
stroopwafel and Early Modern inspiration; the logotype is Futura, a typeface 
developed in 1927 inspired by Bauhaus design principles. The stroopwaffel 
mark borrows the semicircular shapes seen in Bauhause posters.

In the final product, Gezellig has a cohesive, historically-rooted identity 
throughout its products. The truck mimics the Bauhaus-inspired print on the 
menu comprised of segments of the waffle mark.
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“ M OV I N G  S T I L L” V I D E O

Explanation here. Ficiet et ea et laceped ut hiciam lacerorem volorro is am 
est, abo. Ut aliquis ut ex et harum ipsume debis dem faccus et vendi rem 
verumqu atiatia dolore ommo et magni dolectur ra que quunt. Gias velent 
Explanation here. Ficiet et ea et laceped ut hiciam lacerorem volorro is am 
est, abo. Ut aliquis ut ex et harum ipsume debis dem faccus et vendi rem 
verumqu atiatia dolore ommo et magni dolectur ra que quunt. Gias velent NO 
WIDOWS.

Explanation here. Ficiet et ea et laceped ut hiciam lacerorem volorro is am 
est, abo. Ut aliquis ut ex et harum ipsume debis dem faccus et vendi rem 
verumqu atiatia dolore ommo et magni dolectur ra que quunt. Gias velent 
Explanation here. Ficiet et ea et laceped ut hiciam lacerorem volorro is am 
est, abo. Ut aliquis ut ex et harum ipsume debis dem faccus et vendi rem 
verumqu atiatia dolore ommo et magni dolectur ra que quunt. Gias velent NO 
WIDOWS.

Explanation here. Ficiet et ea et laceped ut hiciam lacerorem volorro is am 
est, abot ea et laceped ut hiciam lacerorem volorro is am est, abo. Ut aliquis 
ut ex et harum ipsume debis dem faccus et vendi rem verumqu atiatia dolore 
ommo et magni dolectur ra que quunt. Gias velent NO WIDOWS.

Click here to view video
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L AVA  L A M P  A N I M AT I O N

This was a personal project for me to further learn the principles animation. 
I chose a lava lamp as the subject due to the blobs within that are fluid, yet 
solid enough to have visual weight and impact. Once the looping animation 
itself was completed, I colored and composited it, with the end result being a 
fully-rendered animation.

Click here to view video
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